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Episode 25 

Hasken Matasa is a programme that
started in August 2021 with aim of
sensitising youths on different spheres
of life as it affects them, providing
possible solutions to immitent and
future problems in order to improve
them and the nation and generally.
This episode attempts to look at how
far the programme has gone in
serving the purpose it was meant for
in the last 24 weeks since inception. 

Sponsor: Aminu Magashi Garba Foundation 

The guest vehemently agreed at so far
so good the programme is serving it
purpose as some mentioned that some
of the matter discussed overtime is
taken care of partly by some individuals
in the best way they can. Some drug
addicts are dropping the act gradually
and some people are helping to build
toilets as a result of listening to the
episode of this programme that
addressed the issues. 



MORE ISSUES...

Feedback from the listener showed the public appreciating the effort the organisers
and encouraging them to more before finally calling on the public to support them.
The programme has gradually crawled to the heart of Kano citizens with listeners all
over and even club called Hasken Matasa Listeners Club. 

Despite the success recorded so far the organisations have had difficulties inviting
professionals as guest speaker and in choosing topic of discussion. 

Recommendations

1. The organiser are encouraged to Collaborate with like organisations in order to
extend their reach.

2. Other are organisations like Aminu Magashi Garba Foundation and YOSPIS were
encouraged to spring up.

3. In choosing topics of discussion, youths from the general public should be
consulted. 
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